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Lessons from the Great Recession: Kentucky and Other States
Need More Federal Relief
By Jason Bailey
As the nation faces the economic fallout from the COVID-19 pandemic, it is critical that the federal
government design a policy response that builds on lessons from the most recent downturn. Congress
provided significant relief to states in 2009 that was essential to keeping the Great Recession from turning
into a depression. But the aid was not large enough relative to the depth of the downturn, and it ran out
before recovery was achieved. That withdrawal of support slowed the economy in part by hindering the
ability of states like Kentucky to provide vital public services to families and communities.
While Congress has provided some state relief during the COVID-19 economic crisis, new forecasts show
that the severity of the crisis means states and localities will need much more in aid as they face cratering
tax revenues and rising public costs.
Federal aid to states prevented the Great Recession from turning into a depression
Aid to states is one of the most effective policy actions available to make recessions short and shallow.
Unlike the federal government, states face balanced budget requirements, limiting their ability to address
rising costs for programs like Medicaid amid falling state tax receipts. Without state fiscal relief, resulting
budget cuts drag the economy down further. And since states provide many safety net and support
services that are even more critical at times of high unemployment, state budget cuts increase the pain of
recessions for people and communities. 1
When the Great Recession hit in the late 2000s, Congress passed the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA) to stimulate economic growth. By injecting spending into an economy that was
shrinking, ARRA was very effective at halting its collapse and keeping the recession from becoming a
depression. The Congressional Budget Office and other analysts estimate that it created millions of jobs
and gave a substantial boost just when the economy needed it. 2
In the case of Kentucky, the federal government provided approximately $3.3 billion directly to the state’s
budget (to put that in context, Kentucky’s General Fund budget was less than $9 billion a year at the
time). Of the aid, $651 million was through the State Fiscal Stabilization Fund, which provided flexible
grants to states to help weather the crisis. Another $2.7 billion was in other funding, including a significant
increase in the federal share of Medicaid costs by 10 percentage points (from 70% to 80%). 3 A total of
80% of ARRA aid to Kentucky came in fiscal years 2010 and 2011, as shown in the graph below.
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Depth of crisis meant Kentucky needed more in federal aid than was provided to prevent painful
cuts
Despite substantial funds provided to states under ARRA, Kentucky was still forced to cut its budget due
to the depth of the biggest recession since the Great Depression. The downturn caused a sharp decline
in tax receipts and rising costs for programs like Medicaid, for which enrollment increased by
approximately 100,000 people due to lost jobs and income. Even when ARRA relief was at its peak in
2010 and 2011, Kentucky cut $514 million in spending. Altogether from 2009 to 2013, the state cut an
enormous $1.4 billion from its budget even with the ARRA aid the state was receiving. Those cuts
translated into bigger K-12 class sizes, higher college tuition, strained social services and a lack of raises
for public employees, among other impacts. 4
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Federal Aid Was Not Large Enough to Prevent
Painful Cuts to Kentucky's Budget
General Fund budget cuts in millions of dollars
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The legislature also raised some modest new revenue on its own during this period to help cushion the
blow. In 2009, the General Assembly raised over $150 million a year by enacting a tobacco tax increase
and applying the sales tax to alcohol. Without the state revenue increase, budget cuts would have been
even deeper. 5
Federal aid dried up too soon, causing more cuts
The first graph above illustrates how federal aid from ARRA dropped dramatically beginning in 2012
before ending entirely in 2014. As the graph immediately above shows, that withdrawal of assistance
resulted in prolonged pain, with Kentucky making additional budget cuts of $250 million in 2012 and $180
million in 2013.
Those added cuts were required in large part because the economy was still in poor shape even while
federal assistance was going away, and because the state didn’t raise additional revenue beyond the
2009 tobacco and alcohol tax increases. In 2012, when ARRA assistance dropped sharply, Kentucky’s
unemployment rate was still at an extraordinarily high 8.9%. When aid went away completely in 2014, the
unemployment rate was still very high at 7.2% and the rate for African American workers in Kentucky,
who face more structural barriers to economic opportunities, was still over 10%.
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Federal Aid Was Disappearing When Kentucky's
Unemployment Rate Was Still Very High
Kentucky average unemployment rate for fiscal year
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Despite a gradually declining unemployment rate through the remainder of the decade, the state
continued to make budget cuts with an additional $728 million in cuts between 2014 and 2019. In part,
those cuts came because the economy was still underperforming. The unemployment rate overstated the
economy’s strength because some workers dropped out of the labor force due to the extended downturn
and were not counted in that rate. Despite the longest economic recovery on record, the share of primeage Kentucky workers employed in 2019 was still significantly below the nearly full employment economy
of the year 2000.
Cuts also continued because one way Kentucky dealt with inadequate funds during the Great Recession
was to skip making full contributions to its pension plans. The state resumed making full contributions in
2014 for the state plan and in 2017 for the teachers’ plan, and Kentucky Retirement Systems lowered
economic assumptions for its plans due in part to a shrinking state payroll created by budget c uts. The
result was much higher pension payments that caused additional cuts elsewhere in the budget.
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More Budget Cuts Came After Aid Dried Up
General Fund budget cuts in millions of dollars
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COVID-19 state fiscal relief so far is inadequate
There are three big lessons to learn from the Great Recession that apply to the fiscal fallout created by
the COVID-19 crisis: federal aid to states works, it should be robust and it should last until there is a full
recovery.
Without adequate federal aid, state budget cuts drag the economy down further through service
reductions and public employee layoffs. In the context of COVID-19, these cuts can also hinder the direct
response to the virus through Medicaid, public health, mental health, first responders and more.
In this crisis, Congress has provided some assistance to states. It increased the federal share of Medicaid
costs by 6.2 percentage points — a helpful increase, but lower than the 10 percentage points provided
during the Great Recession.6 And instead of providing this assistance through the duration of the
economic downturn, it only applies for as long as the federally declared public health emergency is in
effect. Congress has also provided Kentucky with $1.599 billion through the Coronavirus Relief Fund
(CRF), $410 million for K-12 schools and higher education institutions, and other targeted monies. 7
However, the CRF funds can only be used for costs directly related to combatting COVID-19 and cannot
be used to address revenue shortfalls also caused by the pandemic.8
It is increasingly clear this aid is not adequate to deal with the scale of the problem. New research from
the Congressional Budget Office projects the U. S. economy will shrink 40% in the current quarter, and
Kentucky has already processed an astonishing 500,000 unemployment claims, which equals 24% of the
state’s workforce. 9 Having so many people out of work will dramatically reduce state sales, income and
other tax receipts. In addition, the state is experiencing an increase in expenses to provide support to
Kentuckians who are out of work and need extra help. The Courier-Journal reported that 83,000
additional Kentuckians have already become covered by Medicaid. 10 The CBO also predicts the problem
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will persist, with a U.S. unemployment rate averaging a stunning 10.1% in calendar year 2021 and a stillpainful 9.5% at the end of that year.
The bipartisan National Governors Association and other experts estimate that states need at least $500
billion in relief to mitigate the harm to their budgets and help protect the economy – an amount that is
several times larger than the aid Congress has provided so far (the new forecasts suggest the gap is
even bigger at $650 billion). 11 There are clear tools the federal government can use, including further
increasing the match for Medicaid and providing flexible grants. 12 Additional aid should be designed to
continue automatically until the economy is fully recovered rather than being limited to an arbitrary
amount or allowed to expire when the public health emergency has ended.
Federal aid to Kentucky was essential in softening the economic blow of the Great Recession. But
because the aid wasn’t large enough and didn’t continue long enough given the depth of the downturn,
our economy underperformed for the remainder of the decade as the state cut a variety of important
services from schools to health to infrastructure. It is critical for Kentucky that Congress not repeat the
same mistake again this time around.
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